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PREFACE

By Melissa K. Nelson

Beware: in your hands is an effective manual for asserting human rights and facilitating social transformation. It is a radical manual for getting to the root of Indigenous rights and all human rights as humanity continues to face some of the most complex challenges of war, ecological and economic breakdown, and food and water insecurity – with Indigenous Peoples often being the “canaries in the coal mine” for early detection of these major challenges.

Yet as serious as these issues are, with a trickster like Joker guiding you through this book, you will also explore and uncover the extraordinary resilience of the human spirit in the face of adversity. Through creativity and narrative and playing diverse roles, you, the intrepid reader, will travel an exciting path and learn about how “play” and drama can open up new ways of thinking and feeling. By learning the tools used by the Theater of the Oppressed, you can question long-held assumptions and embrace other ways of knowing and being. You can gain “insider” perspective into issues that may seem foreign to you. Through exercises and dramatized real-life stories of Indigenous struggles, the reader can gain profound insights and compassion about the plight of native communities and “other” peoples who suffer from human rights violations.

Acting for Indigenous Rights is an essential guidebook and practical manual for understanding the complexity of Indigenous rights in today’s world. Even as we approach the end of the second International Decade of the World’s Indigenous Peoples (2005 – 2015), most people today are completely unaware of the extreme struggles native peoples deal with on a daily basis – hunger, poverty, land loss, cultural discrimination, institutionalized racism, incarceration, and lack of legal rights. This book opens up a new world and a new venue for engaged dialogue and social action. It approaches seemingly intractable problems with engaged creativity, legal rigor, and creative inspiration.

I am excited to accept this book’s invitation to approach Indigenous rights from a different angle and use my imagination in new ways to change the world! Please join us in creating a more just, joyful, and peaceful world where Indigenous rights and the natural laws they promote are respected and honored.

******

A cultural ecologist, writer, media-maker and Indigenous scholar-activist, Melissa K. Nelson, Ph.D., teaches American Indian Studies at San Francisco State University and since 1993 has served as president of The Cultural Conservancy, an indigenous rights organization. Melissa is Anishinaabe/Métis/Norwegian and an enrolled member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians. Her work is dedicated to Indigenous revitalization, environmental restoration, intercultural understanding, and the renewal and celebration of community health and cultural arts.
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*Acting for Indigenous Rights* celebrates this victory and invites actors and non-actors to become even more conscientious and playful by using Theater of the Oppressed (TO) as a pedagogical tool to commemorate and implement the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples across the planet.

Here we imagine a world in which everyone acts together to learn about these human rights and advocates for and defends them at the local, national, and international levels. It is a powerful and much-needed vision, so let’s make it happen. Onward!

***
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Former president of Pedagogy and Theatre of the Oppressed practitioner and Director of Kairos Theater Ensemble, Jiwon Chung, provided essential guidance and training exercises on TO methodology. His main contribution to Chapter 3, “Give Wings to Your Imagination and Change the World: Write and Perform Your Own Play!” has helped bolster the idea that we are all actors in our everyday lives and that we all have the capacity to write our own plays. As Augusto Boal would say, “We are all theatre”!
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Mariana Leal Ferreira
Berkeley, CA, January 2013
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